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Blurred Boundaries “When we meet with clients, we’re always trying to break down 
the wall between interior and outdoor spaces,” says Peter White, principal of landscape 
architecture firm ZEN Associates (zenassociates.com). “We talk about how important it is 
that the outside of the house connects to the interior.” In this case, the homeowners wanted 
both the yard and the 8,000-square-foot house to accommodate large parties and gatherings 
while still feeling comfortable for the young family when it’s just them at home. White 
and his team designed an outdoor kitchen and dining area off of the kitchen in the house, 
and a pool along the back of the property. To make the pool feel like a separate space, it’s 
raised a few steps above the terrace. While stone walls frame the other areas, copper-toned 
metal walls were used as fencing for the pool enclosure. Halfway up the back wall, a sheet of 
water spills out to create a modern waterfall. Walls are inset with LED light strips and trees 
contain accent lighting to ensure that even on the darkest evenings, the area is illuminated.

STARK BEAUTIES
“Our Eternal collection is 
designed specifically for outdoor 
use, and the inspiration for it was 
just that: the great outdoors,” 
says Amy Conlon, vice president 
of product development for rug-
maker Stark, of the brand’s all-
weather nature-inspired designs. 
Their unique construction 
weaves multiple shades into the 
weft, creating a vibrant display 
that emulates the endless 
color-shifting gradient of colors 
found in a sunrise, an ocean or a 
rainforest. From 6 feet by 9 feet, 
to the trade, Stark, Boston Design 
Center, starkcarpet.com

COUNTER CULTURE
With the addition of three new colors, the Dekton by 
Cosentino collection of ultracompact architectural surfaces 
has grown to seven hues—each inspired by different stones 
and marbles, yet uniquely smooth and impervious to 
the elements. “The Industrial collection emphasizes the 
unexpected beauty of aging and decay,” says Phoenix-based 
architect Daniel Germani, who designed the collection. 
“These new colors continue to showcase the unique, urban 
look of cement surfacing, but with the incomparable 
technology and performance of Dekton.” $58-$96 per square 
foot, cosentino.com; dekton.com

FAN THE FLAME
There’s nothing better than getting cozy by an open flame, and Frontgate’s 

new line of state-of-the-art fire pits offers a fresh spin on the traditional 
family-style campfire. No need to chop any trees: The Viejo fire table 

($2,699) burns slow and steady with either natural gas or propane. Crafted 
from glass fiber reinforced concrete and sporting a fine pewter finish, the 
design features an extra 8 inches of table space on all sides for drinks and 

snacks. Light it up and watch it sizzle. frontgate.com
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